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 General and technical information. Category Archives: Weather Introduction In these two simple posts, I’ll take you through the
various types of clouds and their movements. Then we’ll take a look at the aircraft that fly above our clouds. The first two types
are the wispy cirrus and the thick white cumulus. The next are the altocumulus and the stratocumulus, both of which will give us

the most cloudy skies. Types of Clouds Cirrus Image courtesy The Weather Channel Cirrus clouds are soft, thin, wispy, and
form like smoke rings. They are usually found over warmer oceanic waters. Cumulus Thick white cumulus clouds form tall and

angular mounds that are usually located near higher elevations and usually over warm oceans or mountain ranges. They can
reach up to 20,000 feet in height and form a circular base. Altocumulus Altocumulus clouds form thicker mounds that are

usually the most common cloud type over lower elevations or inland bodies of water. They can reach up to 3,000 feet in height
and can form elongated bases or domes. Stratocumulus Stratocumulus clouds are thick and tall over inland bodies of water.

They can reach up to 10,000 feet in height and are usually brown or grey in color. Stratocumulus clouds usually form in mass
from mid to late summer. Black Black clouds have a distinctive gray color that is often associated with a cold front and dark
skies. Black clouds are made up of ice crystals, dust, or other small debris. They are often found over mountains, especially

during winter months. White White clouds have the distinctive color of snow or hail, which are made up of frozen water. They
can be clear, slightly cloudy, or partly cloudy. Black & White Black and white clouds appear as if the sky is heavily overcast, but
still have a few gaps of light above them. They can be found in the tropics and over warm oceans, but they are usually seen over

mountain ranges. Cloud Types with Aircraft Cloud types 82157476af
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